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Abstract

Recent aircraft measurements over the northwest Atlantic enable an investigation of how entrainment from the free troposphere

(FT) impacts cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) in the marine boundary layer (MBL) during cold-air outbreaks (CAOs), mo-

tivated by the role of CCN in mediating transitions from closed to open-cell regimes. Observations compiled over eight flights

indicate predominantly far lesser CCN concentrations in the FT than in the MBL. For one flight, a fetch-dependent MBL-mean

CCN budget is compiled from estimates of sea-surface fluxes, entrainment of FT air, and hydrometeor collision-coalescence,

based on in-situ and remote-sensing measurements. Results indicate a dominant role of FT entrainment in reducing MBL

CCN concentrations, consistent with satellite-observed trends in droplet number concentration upwind of CAO cloud-regime

transitions over the northwest Atlantic. Relatively scant CCN may widely be associated with FT dry intrusions, and should

accelerate cloud regime transitions where underlying MBL air is CCN-rich, thereby reducing regional albedo.
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Key Points:18

• Recent aircraft measurements enable an analysis of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN)19

during marine cold air outbreaks.20

• CCN concentrations are usually less in the free troposphere than in the marine21

boundary layer over the northwest Atlantic.22

• A boundary layer CCN budget indicates a leading role of entrainment dilution up-23

wind of cloud regime transition.24
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Abstract25

Recent aircraft measurements over the northwest Atlantic enable an investigation of how26

entrainment from the free troposphere (FT) impacts cloud condensation nuclei (CCN)27

in the marine boundary layer (MBL) during cold-air outbreaks (CAOs), motivated by28

the role of CCN in mediating transitions from closed to open-cell regimes. Observations29

compiled over eight flights indicate predominantly far lesser CCN concentrations in the30

FT than in the MBL. For one flight, a fetch-dependent MBL-mean CCN budget is com-31

piled from estimates of sea-surface fluxes, entrainment of FT air, and hydrometeor collision-32

coalescence, based on in-situ and remote-sensing measurements. Results indicate a dom-33

inant role of FT entrainment in reducing MBL CCN concentrations, consistent with satellite-34

observed trends in droplet number concentration upwind of CAO cloud-regime transi-35

tions over the northwest Atlantic. Relatively scant CCN may widely be associated with36

FT dry intrusions, and should accelerate cloud regime transitions where underlying MBL37

air is CCN-rich, thereby reducing regional albedo.38

Plain Language Summary39

Cloud droplets form on a subset of atmospheric particles, referred to as cloud con-40

densation nuclei (CCN). The number concentration of CCN affects the brightness and41

horizontal extent of clouds. We use aircraft measurements from several flights where cold42

continental air flowing over the northwest Atlantic generates swiftly evolving clouds in43

the near-surface turbulent air, referred to as the marine boundary layer (MBL). We show44

that CCN concentrations in the immediately overlying air, the free troposphere (FT),45

are usually far less than in the MBL. Through additional analysis of one flight, we show46

that mixing of FT air is the primary factor reducing CCN concentrations in the MBL47

prior to rain formation.48

1 Introduction49

Extratropical marine boundary layer (MBL) clouds typically occupy the postfrontal50

sector of synoptic systems when passing over the ocean surface (e.g., Field & Wood, 2007;51

Rémillard & Tselioudis, 2015). Their presence substantially enhances regional albedo,52

and such clouds are challenging to faithfully represent in numerical models, whether for53

forecasting weather or projecting climate change (e.g., Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2016; Forbes54

& Ahlgrimm, 2014; Tselioudis et al., 2021). Common during winter and its shoulder sea-55

sons, cold air outbreaks (CAOs) pose a particular challenge (e.g., Abel et al., 2017; Field56

et al., 2017) as they form highly reflective, nearly overcast cloud decks, typically orga-57

nized in roll-like structures that contain both water and ice, which generally break up58

into less reflective, open-cellular cloud fields farther downwind (e.g., Brümmer, 1999; Pi-59

than et al., 2019).60

MBL clouds are sensitive to the number concentration of aerosol available as cloud61

condensation nuclei (CCN). Greater CCN concentrations can enhance cloud albedo when62

(1) distributing the same cloud condensate over more numerous, smaller droplets (Twomey,63

1974), (2) suppressing precipitation formation, leading to greater areal cloud cover (Albrecht,64

1989) and thicker clouds (Pincus & Baker, 1994), and (3) affecting cloud mesoscale struc-65

ture (e.g., H. Wang & Feingold, 2009). On the other hand, smaller droplets fall more slowly66

in updrafts and can boost entrainment of overlying dry air, reducing cloud thickness and67

counteracting albedo-enhancing effects (Ackerman et al., 2004; Bretherton et al., 2007).68

The collisions between hydrometeors that drive precipitation formation in warm clouds69

also reduce CCN number concentrations and can drive a positive feedback loop in which70

fewer CCN promote further precipitation formation in warm stratocumulus (Yamaguchi71

et al., 2017). Such a feedback loop is also implicated in mixed-phase CAO observations72

(e.g., Abel et al., 2017) and simulations (Tornow et al., 2021), and is hypothesized to ex-73
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plain horizontal gradients in cloud droplet number concentrations off the mid-Atlantic74

coast of the US (Dadashazar et al., 2021).75

Unique to CAOs are extreme surface heat fluxes that typically drive rapid MBL76

deepening despite strong large-scale subsidence (Papritz et al., 2015; Papritz & Spen-77

gler, 2017), thereby copiously entraining free tropospheric (FT) air. Entrained FT air78

in turn can strongly affect MBL air, where each has been variously influenced by a wide79

variety of sinks and sources, including new particle formation (e.g., I. L. McCoy et al.,80

2021; Zheng et al., 2021) and long-range transport of direct emissions, such as biomass81

burning (e.g., Zheng et al., 2020).82

In previous work, simulated MBL clouds in a northwest Atlantic CAO case study83

were found sensitive to idealized FT–MBL differences in CCN concentration (Tornow84

et al., 2021). The present study seeks to establish observationally the degree to which85

the FT serves as a CCN sink or source to the evolving cloudy MBL in CAOs in that re-86

gion. This wider analysis is enabled by recent in-situ and remote-sensing observations87

collected on multiple research flights during the Aerosol Cloud Meteorology Interactions88

over the Western Atlantic Experiment (ACTIVATE; Sorooshian et al., 2019).89

2 Material and Methods90

We analyze all CAO research flights conducted during ACTIVATE in 2020 (Ta-91

ble S1). For assessment of the CCN budget, we use the second research flight on 1 March92

2020 (RF14), which reached farthest downwind into the offshore cloud deck, nearly reach-93

ing the transition from overcast to broken states. For each of the eight CAO research94

flights in 2020, we use in-situ and remote-sensing measurements (Table S2), collected via95

Falcon and King Air aircraft, respectively. We collocate all in-situ data by their time stamp96

and associated remote-sensing products nearest in geolocation to the Falcon aircraft at97

a given time. Figure 1 provides a composite overview of collocated data from RF14.98

The following subsections describe the CCN observations (Section 2.1), process-99

ing of data from multiple research flights (Section 2.2), and the MBL CCN budget anal-100

ysis for RF14 (Section 2.3).101

2.1 In-situ aerosol measurements102

A Droplet Measurement Technologies (DMT) CCN counter (Roberts & Nenes, 2005;103

Lance et al., 2006) was operated in one of two modes:104

(1) constant supersaturation (SS; usually set to 0.43%) or105

(2) SS scanning (typically covering 0.2–0.7%; Moore & Nenes, 2009)106

To compare data from all eight research flights (Section 3), we interpolate CCN from mode107

(2) operations to SS = 0.43% per leg using polynomial regression (described further be-108

low). We also use condensation nuclei (CN) counts of particles with diameters greater109

equal 10 nm via the TSI Condensation Particle Counters 3772 instrument.110

2.2 Processing of ACTIVATE measurements111

2.2.1 Classification of in-situ legs112

Samples acquired at 1 Hz frequency are separated into flight legs, where each leg113

is defined as a consecutive period of CCN measurements uninterrupted by missing val-114

ues (usually spanning ∼50 s periods). This separation triples the number of legs com-115

pared to using horizontal segments (cf. Sorooshian et al., 2019) and requires a refined116

leg type classification:117
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Figure 1. ACTIVATE Falcon flight track during RF14 (top left and right), King-Air remote-

sensing measurements (top and middle left), Falcon in-situ measurements of aerosol PSD and

CCN concentrations (bottom left), and GOES-16 image (right) with approximate wind direction

inferred from roll orientation (cyan line), cloud edge (white line), and RSP measurement extent

(thick gray below track).

(1) Using liquid water contents (LWCs) measured by the Fast Cloud Droplet Probe118

(FCDP; for particle diameters 3-50 um) and the Two-Dimensional Stereo (2DS)119

probe (Lawson et al., 2006, particle diameters 51-1465 um), we define cloudy sam-120

ples as those with LWCFCDP + LWC2DS ≥ 0.05 g m−3 and classify legs with at121

least 5 such samples as “cloudy”.122

(2) To classify the remaining clear legs by their relative altitude to nearby clouds, we123

collect the cloudy samples near each leg (within 15 min of mean leg time or within124

45 min if 15 min provides fewer than 5 cloudy samples) and define the local cloud-125

base and cloud-top heights (CBH, CTH) from maximum and minimum altitudes,126

respectively, of the nearest cloudy samples (the closest 15% in time from mean leg127

time among samples collected) to crudely account for the spatial heterogeneity of128

clouds (e.g., the swiftly evolving CTH seen in Figure 1).129

(3) Finally, we label each cloud-free leg by comparing its maximum and minimum al-130

titudes (Hmax, Hmin) to CTH and CBH +/- a 50 m buffer to better separate FT131

from MBL legs and to avoid the entrainment interfacial layer (e.g., Dadashazar132

et al., 2018):133

“clear, below-cloud”: Hmax < (CBH - 50 m)
“clear, above-cloud”: Hmin > (CTH + 50 m) or if

Hmin > (CBH - 50 m) and Hmax > (CTH + 50 m)
relevant for legs during ascents and descents

“clear, cloud-level”: all remaining samples above or at 500 m
“clear, near-surface”: all remaining samples below 500 m

134

Figure S1 shows the resulting classification for RF14, with 90 legs identified.135

2.2.2 Projection into quasi-Lagrangian framework136

In an ideal scenario for our analysis, all measurements would be available in a mov-137

ing Lagrangian column of MBL air as it moves downwind. Lacking such a scenario, we138
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Figure 2. CCN at selected supersaturations (by color) versus ∆L derived from cloud-free

samples on RF14. Leg types distinguished per legend. Gray shading spans FT class “clear,

above-cloud” and MBL class “clear, below-cloud”. Orange bars span middle half of in-cloud Nd

from FCDP, with median indicated.

roughly emulate a Lagrangian framework by projecting all measurements onto a wind139

field and using horizontal distance from the upwind cloud edge, ∆L, as a transformed140

coordinate system.141

From geostationary imagery we approximate a field-wide MBL wind direction from142

the roll orientation, assuming zero angular offset, and draw a great circle to mark the143

initial cloud edge (Figure 1). We then use each leg’s geolocation and the wind direction144

to determine the intercept point on the cloud edge up- or downwind of the leg coordi-145

nates and measure the geodetic distance between leg coordinates and this intercept point.146

Figure 2 illustrates the resulting range ∆L ∈ [±300 km] for RF14 corresponding147

to the Figure 1 scene. We note that MBL wind direction and roll orientation can be off-148

set by up to ±20-30◦ (Etling & Brown, 1993; Atkinson & Wu Zhang, 1996), correspond-149

ing to a range error of about ±10 km per 100 km.150

2.3 MBL CCN budget151

2.3.1 Entrainment152

To estimate the entrainment rate (we) of FT air at the top of the MBL we use CO153

trace gas measurements (Figure S2) and rely on a simple mixed-layer approach (e.g., Lilly,154

1968; Fridlind et al., 2012) to characterize the evolution of the MBL-mean mixing ra-155

tio of species X (here applied to CO to estimate the entrainment rate, and later used156

for the budget of CCNSS=0.43%). Note that we apply this approach to a horizontally trans-157

lating quasi-Lagrangian domain and use MBL-averaged quantities (denoted with over-158

bar), invoking the Lagrangian derivative:159

dX̄

dt
= Sint + Ssurf + Sentr (1)160
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with net sources from internal processes, surface fluxes, and FT entrainment at the MBL161

top (inversion base height zi), where162

Sentr =
∆X̄

zi
we (2)163

given the jump at the top of the MBL ∆X̄ = XFT − X̄ and entrainment rate we =164

dzi
dt −wLS, with large-scale vertical wind wLS. Internal process and surface sources are165

assumed zero for CO.166

After combining Equations 1 and 2, we solve for we using the horizontal gradient167

in distance downwind s to evaluate the Lagrangian derivative:168

dX̄

dt
=
dX̄

ds

ds

dt
=
X̄(∆L+ 50km)− X̄(∆L− 50km)

250km
u (3)169

with horizontal wind speed u taken at 500 m from an ERA5 profile on 1 March 2020 20:00170

UTC, at 36.90◦N, 69.35◦W.171

In these equations X̄, XFT, and zi are computed from separate 4th-order polyno-172

mial fits versus ∆L. For fitting X̄, we use “clear, near-surface” and “clear, below-cloud”,173

whereas for XFT we use “clear, above-cloud”. For CO measurements as XFT we linearly174

fit in-situ data (Figure S2) and for zi we linearly fit HSRL-2 CTH (Figure S3).175

Once we is estimated, we compute Sentr from Equation 2 using fits to the CCN data176

(Figure 2).177

2.3.2 Hydrometeor collisions178

We use in-situ FCDP and 2DS measurements to estimate collision-coalescence rates.179

We first parse the data into 5-s intervals (∼500 m horizontal distances). Per interval, we180

bin-wise average droplet size distributions from both instruments. We then compute collision-181

coalescence loss rates by integrating the simplified stochastic collection equation (cf. Wood,182

2006):183

Ṅcoll = −1

2

∫ ∞
0

∫ ∞
0

n(x)K(x′, x)n(x′)dxdx′ (4)184

in which K(x, x′) is the collection kernel from Hall (1980) across radius bins x and x′185

(assuming a coalescence efficiency of unity for simplicity):186

K(x, x′) = π[r(x) + r(x′)]2Ecoll|v(x)− v(x′)| (5)187

where n(x) is the measured hydrometeor number concentration, r(x) the volume-mean188

radius for each bin, and droplet fall speed v is computed following Böhm (1992). Fig-189

ure S4 shows two examples, demonstrating the impact of larger hydrometeors, as well190

as the estimated contribution to Ṅcoll from riming computed by summing over bins with191

frozen hydrometeors using the same kernel.192

To obtain MBL-effective collision-coalescence rates some assumptions must be made193

about the vertical structure of clouds within the MBL. We guide these assumptions us-194

ing HSRL-2-based CTH and RSP-retrieved liquid water path (LWP) values projected195

onto the semi-Lagrangian framework (Section 2.2) to derive synthetic cloud profiles with196

stochastically drawn in-situ intervals that satisfy some proximity criteria.197

We begin with RSP LWP retrievals. Discretizing the atmosphere into 50-m thick198

layers, we start at the layer closest to cloud top (from median of HSRL-2 CTH values199

within 100 s of an RSP measurement) and consider in-situ data for stochastic sampling200

obtained vertically within 50 m of the layer, within 100 km horizontally of the RSP ob-201

servation, and within 15 min of RSP acquisition. If these criteria produce no samples,202

we drop spatial and temporal proximity thresholds and, if still short on samples, relax203

the vertical constraint. Once a layer is assigned a sample (LWC, cloud droplet number204

concentration Nd, and Ṅcoll), we proceed downward until the vertical LWC integral matches205

the RSP LWP, but not past cloud base (the lowest layer in which clouds were observed206
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in-situ, ∼700 m for RF14). For large LWP values (>300 g m−2), the cloud thickness is207

insufficient and though the reconstructed LWPs fall short, they are retained (Figure S3208

inset). Figure S3 also shows profiles along ∆L and Figure S5 shows profile details. To209

match other budget terms we compute a 100-km running mean excluding cloud-free gaps.210

Unfortunately, RSP only provides LWP values where the sun-observer geometry211

is favorable. For the case shown in Figure 1, these correspond to the northwest-most leg,212

shaded gray in Figure 4. As described further below, we use Moderate Resolution Imag-213

ing Spectroradiometer (MODIS) LWP retrievals to extend the analysis downwind.214

2.3.3 Uncertainty215

To estimate uncertainties, we apply Gaussian error propagation. Individual uncer-216

tainties associated with X̄, XFT, and zi are taken from each fit’s 95% confidence inter-217

val. These errors dominate when used in differentials, such as equation 3 (e.g., for Ṅtot218

shown as dark blue bar in Figure 4). We assume 10-km uncertainty for ∆L, as already219

described. Assumed errors for ERA-5 variables are 10% (Seethala et al., 2021; Li et al.,220

2021). The error for Ṅcoll is estimated as the standard deviation across the locally avail-221

able population, chosen because substantial sample variability (Figure S5) likely exceeds222

conventional error propagation.223

3 Results224

3.1 FT-MBL CCN gap225

Figure 2 illustrates the processed CCN measurements for RF14, demonstrating the226

analysis approach applied to all flights. The differences between “clear, near-surface” and227

“clear, below-cloud” samples are smaller than the variability within each group, consis-228

tent with relatively well-mixed conditions within a turbulent MBL. Upwind of the cloud229

edge, entrainment of FT air can only reduce the MBL CCN, since the FT concentrations230

(at SS = 0.3-0.6%) are relatively stable at 50-200 cm−3, much less than MBL concen-231

trations of 1000-3000 cm−3. Furthermore, the CCN gap between FT and MBL progres-232

sively narrows downwind of the cloud edge (∆L > 0 km) from decreasing MBL concen-233

trations, consistent with dilution via strong FT entrainment (quantified below). At all234

downwind distances sampled during this flight, FT concentrations are well exceeded by235

those in the MBL.236

Another prominent feature in Figure 2 is the CCN spectral width decreasing down-237

wind of cloud formation: upwind (∆L ≈ -300 km) nearly double the particles are avail-238

able for activation as SS increases from 0.3 to 0.6%, whereas downwind (∆L ≈ 200 km)239

only ∼20% more particles are available when doubling SS, a trend likely resulting from240

collisions between hydrometeors affecting aerosol PSD, specifically over diameters 50–80241

nm (Figure S6), and composition (Figure S7).242

To assess whether the FT commonly dilutes MBL CCN in northwest Atlantic CAOs,243

in Figure 3a we plot MBL versus FT CCNSS=0.43% (hereafter just “CCN”) concentra-244

tions matched by ∆L. Overall, FT concentrations are predominantly exceeded by those245

in the MBL with rare exceptions. Some instances (e.g., “RF17 20200308-L1”) may be246

associated with variability of upwind MBL CCN (Figure S8), discussed further in Sec-247

tion 4. Because supersaturations in CAO convection can be expected to exceed 0.43%,248

we also evaluate how particles activating at greater supersaturations affect the FT–MBL249

differences. We repeat our analysis using the measurement of condensation nuclei (CN)250

larger than 10 nm (Figure 3b), which include sizes far smaller than are likely activated251

in MBL clouds, and find qualitatively similar gaps.252

Figure 3a also shows that the FT–MBL CCN gap generally narrows downwind of253

cloud formation because of decreasing MBL concentrations (open symbols tend to lie to254

the left of closed symbols), consistent with RF14 (Figure 2). Meanwhile, FT concentra-255
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Figure 3. FT versus MBL concentration of CCN at 0.43% supersaturation (left) and of CN

greater than 10 nm diameter (right) colored by research flight (per legend) and interpolated at

25-km intervals across available ∆L.

tions generally lack systematic trends with downwind distance and are characterized by256

a much smaller absolute dynamic range (cf. Figure 2).257

3.2 Processes affecting FT–MBL gap258

For RF14, we further estimate the relative contribution of FT entrainment to MBL259

CCN evolution. As described in Section 2, FT entrainment is approximated using CO260

measurements in the MBL and FT (Figure S2), yielding a rate of up to 12 cm s−1 for261

0 < ∆L < 100 km (Figure S2 inset). This entrainment rate is applied to the CCN MBL–FT262

difference to estimate a CCN entrainment source. We also estimate a MBL-mean collision-263

coalescence CCN loss rate as described in Section 2 and a sea-salt surface source follow-264

ing Wood et al. (2017), as originally formulated by Clarke et al. (2006): Ṅsurf =
Fu3.41

s

zi
265

, where F = 132 m−3 (m s−1)−2.41 and near-surface wind speed us is taken from the ERA5266

profile. This budget framework is first applied to available RSP retrievals, which for this267

flight are at 0 < ∆L < 100 km, well upwind of the cloud transition (Figure 1).268

Results in Figure 4 indicate that the observed evolution in MBL CCN concentra-269

tion (∼ -240 cm−3 h−1) is primarily explained by FT entrainment (∼ -180 cm−3 h−1),270

while hydrometeor collisions are less important (∼ -25 cm−3 h−1) and surface produc-271

tion is quite modest (∼5 cm−3 h−1). These relative contributions to the CCN budget272

are consistent with the aforementioned northwest Atlantic CAO simulations that used273

idealized aerosol in the absence of in situ measurements (cf. Figure 6 of Tornow et al.,274

2021). MODIS LWPs (acquired at 1730 UTC, 1 h before the flight) allow the budget to275

be extended downwind (dashed lines in Figure 4) and reveal a growing role for hydrom-276

eteor collisions approaching the cloud transition, from larger drops as well as frozen hy-277

drometeors (riming).278
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Figure 4. Quasi-Lagrangian MBL CCN budget terms versus ∆L for RF14: FT entrainment

(orange), hydrometeor collisions (green) and contribution of riming (pink), surface source (red),

their sum (light blue), and measured change of CCNSS=0.43% (dark blue with white stripe).

Rates using MODIS LWP retrievals (dashed lines) extend those from RSP (shaded area). Inset:

mean values over shaded area with uncertainties (+/- one standard error).
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4 Discussion279

FT entrainment appears to be a plausible leading explanation for satellite-observed280

Nd gradients close to the US East Coast during winter (Painemal et al., 2021). Such Nd281

gradients are particularly strong during CAOs (Dadashazar et al., 2021), coincident with282

rapidly rising cloud tops despite strong large-scale subsidence (together implying great283

entrainment rates), and upwind of intense precipitation, where collisional loss rates are284

greater. Dadashazar et al. (2021) furthermore suggest a similar FT–MBL CCN differ-285

ence from aerosol extinction retrievals. Our findings are also consistent with CAO sim-286

ulations (Tornow et al., 2021), which yield comparable entrainment rates (Figure S2 in-287

set) and relative roles of FT entrainment and hydrometeor collisional loss upwind of in-288

tense precipitation.289

An obvious question arises: where did such relatively clean FT air originate? Back-290

trajectories arriving at 2 and 3 km for RF14 (Figure S9) indicate a northwest origin, re-291

spectively starting seven days earlier near Alaska and the north Pacific and reaching ∼6292

km before subsiding. Mass spectrometry data (Figure S7) indicate an FT aerosol com-293

posed mainly of sulfate whereas MBL aerosol varies more in composition with either sul-294

fate (downwind of cloud edge) or organics (upwind) as the dominant non-refractory com-295

ponent; nitrate and ammonium account for higher mass fractions in the MBL than in296

the FT.297

We acknowledge that assuming spatiotemporal homogeneity perpendicular to the298

mean wind is required for our quasi-Lagrangian analysis, whereas MBL and FT prop-299

erties vary upwind and across the wind. Even when a flight track aligns with MBL flow,300

the aircraft (speed ∼100 m s−1) is much faster than MBL horizontal winds (∼25 m s−1).301

An example of spatial heterogeneity is evident on 8 March 2020 (Figure S8), where flight302

tracks are nearly perpendicular to the mean MBL wind. Samples farther offshore trav-303

eled longer periods over the ocean prior to cloud formation, and our analysis of both flights304

on that date indicate the FT acting briefly as a CCN source (Figure 3), which may be305

attributable to spatiotemporal variability neglected in our approach. Nonetheless, we ex-306

pect that the quasi-Lagrangian transformation is sufficient to reveal an overall pattern307

of FT dilution of MBL CCN, per Figures 2 and 3.308

The MBL CCN budget analysis is subject to some additional potential weaknesses.309

First, we use CCN at a fixed SS = 0.43%, whereas collisional loss applies to aerosol par-310

ticles activated over a range of supersaturations. Second, the ERA5 reanalysis often over-311

estimates zonal winds in the region but values are expected to be within 10% (Belmonte Ri-312

vas & Stoffelen, 2019; Seethala et al., 2021). Third, we neglect chemical sources of CCN313

at any given SS, such as new particle formation (although MBL total aerosol surface ar-314

eas are unfavorable) and aqueous-phase processes that allow dissolved aerosol particles315

to activate at lower SS in subsequent cloud cycles (e.g., Y. Wang et al., 2021). Fourth,316

a chain of assumptions is required to construct MBL cloud profiles for collision-coalescence317

calculations. The sizable error bars in Figure 4 are intended to include these uncertain-318

ties.319

Finally, we note that previous CAO observations (Abel et al., 2017) and simula-320

tions (Tornow et al., 2021) indicate even more rapid CCN loss during formation of in-321

tense precipitation. Based on inspection of cloud-regime transitions in satellite images322

compared with 2020 ACTIVATE CAO flight tracks, intense precipitation systematically323

occurs farther downwind than the observations analyzed here and could lead to rever-324

sal of the sign of the MBL–FT difference. CCN dilution from FT entrainment should325

accelerate this precipitation formation and subsequent transition towards open-cellular326

clouds.327

The MBL aerosol entrainment documented here over the northwest Atlantic should328

widely occur in CAOs subject to FT dry intrusions (e.g., Jaeglé et al., 2017; Raveh-Rubin,329

2017), which bring descending air from higher altitudes with relatively low CCN con-330

centrations. CCN dilution is expected where the MBL is polluted, downwind of conti-331

nental CCN source regions. Earth system model results may be sensitive to precipita-332
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tion formation in such CAOs (D. T. McCoy et al., 2020), indicating a need to capture333

such aerosol dynamics in order to faithfully simulate cloud regime transitions.334

5 Conclusions335

A quasi-Lagrangian analysis of recent measurements collected during the ACTI-336

VATE field campaign is developed that supports the following conclusions:337

- Cloud condensation nucleus (CCN) concentrations in the marine boundary layer338

(MBL) at supersaturations of 0.3 to 0.6%, as well as condensation nuclei larger339

than 10 nm, are predominantly far greater than in the free troposphere (FT) dur-340

ing cold-air outbreaks (CAOs) over the northwest Atlantic.341

- Based on the research flight that reached farthest downwind, a budget analysis342

of CCN concentration in the MBL computed from available in-situ and remote-343

sensing measurements identifies MBL dilution from rapid entrainment of FT air344

as the primary sink of CCN upwind of cloud-regime transitions.345

- CCN dilution from FT entrainment should accelerate precipitation formation and346

cloud closed-to-open cell transitions, reducing regional albedo in CAOs fed by sim-347

ilar FT air masses that are often associated with dry intrusions.348
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Table S1. 2020 ACTIVATE CAO research flights, the prevalent MBL wind direction, co-

ordinates defining the initial cloud edge, and instrument limitations relevant to this study (see

text).

Date / Leg # Wind Dir. Cloud edge coordinates Instrument Limitations
2020-02-21 / 1 RF04 20o 38.0oN 76.4oW – 39.5oN 72.0oW Falcon only
2020-02-22 / 1 RF05 25o 34.0oN 77.4oW – 38.0oN 71.5oW Falcon only
2020-02-22 / 2 RF06 25o 34.0oN 77.4oW – 38.0oN 71.5oW Falcon only
2020-02-27 / 1 RF09 300o 34.0oN 76.0oW – 38.0oN 73.0oW /
2020-03-01 / 1 RF13 315o 35.0oN 75.0oW – 40.0oN 72.0oW /
2020-03-01 / 2 RF14 315o 35.0oN 74.0oW – 40.0oN 72.0oW /
2020-03-08 / 1 RF17 10o 33.0oN 77.0oW – 36.5oN 72.0oW No RSP
2020-03-08 / 2 RF18 20o 34.5oN 78.0oW – 34.5oN 70.0oW No RSP
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Figure S1. Categorization of CCN measurements during RF14 on 1 March 2020 as defined in

Section 2.1.
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Figure S2. CO trace gas measurements during RF14 on 1 March 2020 as a function of

distance from cloud edge (∆L) sorted into altitudes relative to the cloud deck (see legend).

Inset: entrainment rates derived from mixed-layer framework (blue) with shaded uncertainties

(plus/minus one sigma), and the range found in large-eddy simulations of a similar case (green

shading; Tornow et al., 2021). Gray shading indicates distance range of budget analysis.
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Figure S3. Overview of RF14 (1 March 2020) mock-cloud-profiles (LWC shown as colored

shading) together with HSRL-2 cloud-top heights (red). The inset compares LWP from re-

constructed profiles with the RSP-based LWP values. The curve above the inset indicates the

probability density function for RSP-based values.
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Figure S4. Example hydrometeor size distributions (red, scale on left axes) during RF14 at

flight time 70495 s (left) and at 73525 s (right) and corresponding computed collision loss rates

(listed at top-right corner) with bin-wise contributions (gray shade, scale on right axes). Rates

that involved hydrometeors classified as frozen (only in one bin, shown with blue bar) are labelled

as “riming” (shown as integral in blue text and as bin-wise contribution through green shading).
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Figure S5. Example of RF14 (1 March 2020) in-situ samples (black) to stochastically build a

mock-cloud-profile (red), shown for LWC (left) and Nd (right), until the LWP roughly matches

the nearby RSP-sampled value. Gray bars mark the range of all in-situ observations (box ranging

between 25th and 75th percentiles and whiskers extending to 5th and 95th percentiles). The green

shading (lighter shade marks 5th to 95th and darker shade 25th to 75th percentiles) shows LWC

profiles from large-eddy simulations of a similar case (altitudes shifted 500 m downward). The

decrease of Nd with height is an artifact of MBL deepening downwind where Nd progressively

decreases.
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Figure S6. Aerosol particle size distributions measured during RF14 (1 March 2020) in the

FT and MBL (top; and with reduced y-axis range, bottom). Colors mark the downwind distance

from cloud edge, ∆L.
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Figure S7. Aerodyne High-Resolution Mass Spectrometer (AMS) measurements during RF14

(1 March 2020) for the approximate size range 60-600 nm, showing mass proportions in FT (top)

and MBL (bottom) air masses and were interpolated to three selected ∆L values (horizontal

position).
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Figure S8. As in Figure 1, but for the first research flight on 8 March 2020 (RF17).
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Figure S9. Back-trajectories based on HYSPLIT (Stein et al., 2015; Rolph et al., 2017) for

RF14.
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